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ABSTRACT

Religious Outsiders and the Catholic Critique of Protestantism in America

by

Bradley William Kime, Master of Arts
Utah State University, 2015

Major Professor: Philip L. Barlow
Department: History

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, widespread Catholic commentary cast a congeries of prophets, millenarians, freethinkers, metaphysicians, and other (ir)religious outsiders as an indictment of Protestantism in America. To Catholics, Mormons and Millerites, atheists and agnostics, Spiritualists and Christian Scientists were the exegetical and educational products of Protestantism. And mainstream Protestant reactions to these groups exposed the contradictions of Protestant power and anti-Catholic discourse in America. Catholics argued that proliferating religious radicals ultimately belied Protestants’ portrayals of their own exegetical, intellectual, and politico-religious freedom from Catholic oppression. Recovering Catholic commentary on religious outsiders and Protestantism in America helps correct the historiographical neglect of Catholic responses to anti-Catholicism, present oft-obscured historical Catholic perspectives on American religious history, recover a polemical dialogue where historians have offered a Protestant monologue, and qualify the historical cogency of anti-Catholic discourse in America. Most importantly, this study reveals a rare instance in
which one marginalized religious group used other marginalized religious groups to interrogate and critique, rather than appeal to and deflect criticism from, a religious mainstream.

(76 pages)
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, numerous new religious and irreligious groups arose throughout the United States. These groups were often radical in their assertions of religious authority, their interpretations of scripture, their predictions about Christ’s second coming, their practice of supernatural gifts, their rejection of traditional Christian doctrines, or their rejection of Christianity altogether. American Catholics watched and commented as these groups multiplied and gained momentum. Catholics believed that the growth of radical religious and irreligious groups was the fault of mainstream Protestantism. Over the centuries, Catholics had argued that the Pope’s authority was necessary to provide spiritual security and scriptural interpretation and that Catholicism protected the proper relationship between faith and reason and promoted the proper relationship between the church and the state. Protestants, for their part, had defended the individual’s right to privately interpret scripture, and depicted Catholicism as the greatest threat to Americans’ intellectual, political, and religious freedoms. American Catholics used the rise of radical religious and irreligious groups to prove their points in these centuries-old arguments. Catholics argued that when Protestants were left without the Pope’s authority, new prophets arose to replace that authority, and new movement interpreted the scriptures in unpredictable and dangerous ways. Catholics
argued that when Protestants were educated outside the Catholic Church’s care, they became vulnerable to the persuasions of both religious fanatics and irreligious skeptics. And Catholics argued that when mainstream Protestants criticized and coerced groups outside the mainstream, they proved that they weren’t truly committed to religious freedom. Thus, the rise of radical religious and irreligious groups in nineteenth and early twentieth-century America helped Catholics respond to anti-Catholic prejudice by critiquing mainstream Protestantism with concrete historical case studies.

Past scholars have studied Protestant anti-Catholicism much more extensively than they have studied Catholic responses to Protestant anti-Catholicism. In doing so, they have presented a lopsided picture of Protestant and Catholic interactions in American history. In that lopsided picture, Catholic perspectives on American religious history have often been invisible, and Catholics have come across as powerless against anti-Catholic prejudice. Thus this thesis helps recover historical Catholic voices, making one prominent piece of their perspectives on American religious history and their coordinated and cogent critique of American anti-Catholicism visible.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In 1901, John Alexander Dowie established a theocratic utopian community forty-two miles north of Chicago and named it Zion City. Dowie declared himself the third and final manifestation of the Old Testament prophet Elijah—Elijah the Restorer—and marked Zion City as the future centerplace of Christ’s millennial reign. In the summer of 1904, he stood before seven thousand followers in Shiloh Tabernacle and said, “I DECLARE IN THE NAME OF THE LORD JESUS, THE CHRIST, IN THE POWER OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE WILL OF GOD OUR HEAVENLY FATHER, THAT I AM, IN THESE TIMES OF THE RESTORATION OF ALL THINGS, THE FIRST APOSTLE OF THE LORD JESUS, THE CHRIST, IN THE CHRISTIAN APOSTOLIC CHURCH IN ZION.” 1 Dowie owned all of the city’s businesses. He claimed to have restored not only the structures but the power of the primitive Christian church. He made authoritative theological pronouncements, enacted elaborate rituals, and cured ailments of all kinds. But in 1904 the economic foundations of Zion City were already crumbling; in 1905 Dowie suffered a debilitating stroke, while suspicions of sexual improprieties swirled around him; and in 1907 he died with little fanfare from his former followers.

At Dowie’s death, the Protestant press eagerly assessed the meaning of his prophetic career. Commentators invariably tried to understand and explain why thousands of otherwise rational Americans had followed him. Many castigated the credulity of religious Americans, who had, as an earlier observer put it, “always shown a remarkable willingness to listen to the voice of the Lord, spoken through the lips of whatsoever prophet.”

Lyman Abbott’s *Outlook* magazine concluded that Dowie “found his little kingdom among a people who were restrained neither by tradition nor by critical powers.”

Many others, in contrast, expressed confidence in the common sense religiosity of the majority and pointed to ministerial deficiencies that had pushed Protestants in Dowie’s direction. The editors of *Congregationalist and Christian World* attributed Dowie’s following to “a just craving for guidance” unfulfilled by clergy who needed to redouble their efforts. Better leadership, they argued, would outshine “the ostentatious self-gratification” of the prairie prophet.

Catholic commentators agreed with both assessments from the Protestant press. Deficiencies in the pulpits and the pews were driving Protestants into Dowie’s arms. But more importantly, Catholics argued, Protestantism itself had produced Dowie in the first place, along with a century’s worth of similar prophets, premillenialists, freethinkers, metaphysicians, and other radical religionists and irreligionists. The year Dowie died, tens of thousands of people were packing the recently completed Mother Church.

---


3 “The End of a Sect-Maker,” *Outlook* (New York City), 16 March 1907, 593.

extension in Boston to hear Mary Baker Eddy expound her anti-materialist metaphysics.\textsuperscript{5} Across the country, tens of thousands more were attesting to the healing power of her message.\textsuperscript{6} Meanwhile hundreds of thousands were continuing a golden age of American freethought launched by the late “Great Agnostic,” Robert Ingersoll, millions of American Spiritualists were communicating with the dead, and myriad Protestant premillenialists were calculating the hour of Christ’s return.\textsuperscript{7} And as illustrated by Protestant resistance to the placement of a Mormon hierarch in the U.S. Senate the same year of Dowie’s death, twentieth-century Americans continued to live with various legacies of the Second Great Awakening, wherein Joseph Smith and others had conversed with angels, claimed new revelations, and created new religious movements.\textsuperscript{8}

Catholics were careful observers of this raucous religious scene that animated America’s nineteenth century and reached well into its twentieth. Many of them encountered the country’s Protestant mainstream, witnessed the long nineteenth century’s efflorescence of radical religious (and irreligious) groups, and used the latter to articulate a multi-faceted indictment of the former. To such Catholics, Mormons and Millerites, atheists and agnostics, Spiritualists and Christian Scientists were the exegetical and educational products of Protestantism. And, to such Catholics, Protestant reactions to these groups exposed the contradictions of Protestant power and anti-Catholicism in America.

Catholics ultimately argued that these radical religious outsiders, as both products and provocateurs of mainstream American Protestantism, belied Protestant depictions of Catholic oppression vis-à-vis Protestant liberation. Where Protestants proclaimed exegetical liberation from papal authority and Catholic dogmas, Catholics pointed to spiritual deprivation that spawned Protestant fanaticism in two directions: spinning further away from the Catholic center or back toward it in hopeless imitation. Where Protestants proclaimed intellectual liberation, Catholics pointed to the educational deprivation of credulous Protestants who flocked to fanatical outsider groups and to the intellectual oppression of a Calvinist orthodoxy that fostered freethinkers and atheists. And where Protestants portrayed Catholicism as a foil for religious liberty, Catholics pointed to the intolerance, incoherence, and insufficiency of the Protestant “moral establishment’s” responses to the Reformation’s radical offspring.

Within this triptych response to professed Protestant liberation, each religious outsider group provided unique rhetorical resources. Catholics could link Protestant divorce practices with Mormon polygamy, for example, or Protestants’ rejection of the

---

9 I use the term “religious outsider” in the same way R. Laurence Moore famously did: as a category religious groups constructed together and deployed selectively and strategically. The nod to Moore is doubly appropriate here, as the Catholics considered in this study recognized and subverted what “insiders” and “outsiders” to the Protestant mainstream hoped to accomplish with these categories. See Moore, *Religious Outsiders and the Making of Americans* (New York: Oxford University Press, 1986). My use of the specific phrase “mainstream Protestantism” simply reflects what Catholics aimed their rhetorical cannons at: a supposed theological normativity linked with a recognized locus of political power in the Congregational, Presbyterian, Episcopal, Methodist, and Baptist denominations. Finally, the “religion” behind “religious outsider” reflects Kevin Schilbrack’s definition of the word, which includes only those socio-cultural phenomena that meet functional and substantive criteria of earlier definitions. Religion on this account is “forms of life predicated upon the reality of the superempirical.” Schilbrack, “What Isn’t Religion?,” *Journal of Religion* 93, no. 3 (2013): 313, 291–318. Certainly Catholicism, Presbyterianism, Mormonism, Christian Science, Spiritualism, etc. fit this definition. But I also use “religious outsiders” as a shorthand to encompass groups like atheists or Mesmerists who did not (always) fit this definition, but whose outsider-ness was religious, or relative to religious-ness. When speaking exclusively about such groups, I use “irreligious outsiders.”

Real Presence with Mary Baker Eddy’s denial of matter. But from each outsider group’s particular odium, Catholics mapped a straight road back to Wittenberg. Religious outsiders offered a panoply of uniquely rotten Protestant fruits, all rooted in the rejection of Catholic authority.

Among that panoply, none were more prominent and persistent in Catholic commentary than Mormons and freethinkers. This is unsurprising. As Leigh Eric Schmidt has noted, the two groups “shared an outsider status of particular severity in relation to Protestant America.” Moreover, Protestants’ political and legal reactions to Mormons, and to a lesser extent, freethinkers, exceeded their reactions to any other white religious outsiders. This study re-presents the prominence Catholic commentary consequently gave to Mormons and freethinkers, without extracting the two groups from the discursive context in which Catholics placed them: that is, amidst a multitude of other similarly radical outsider groups, each with their own individual but overlapping oeuvres of theological, political, and practical heresies.

This is an important point for scholars of religious controversy, who sometimes forget that religious prejudices come in packages. Studies of particular prejudices—like anti-Mormonism—or even comparisons of particular prejudices—like anti-Catholicism and anti-Masonry—are vital, but they can easily miss the panoramic purviews of the historical persons who held those prejudices. What is often needed is analysis of various prejudices at their convergences. As did David Brion Davis in his classic essay on counter-subversion, scholars ought to capture the connected—but not coterminous—concerns that a constellation of contemporary “Others” presented to a particular

worldview. Thus this study aims to recover the Catholic view of the problems presented by a range of nineteenth and early twentieth-century religious and irreligious outsiders in America. Each outsider proclaimed distinctive heresies, but the typical Catholic commentator talked about them in the same breath— parsing their particular dangers while tracing all of them back to the same central Protestant principles.

Ultimately, Catholic commentators pressed their concerns about religious outsiders into the service of anti-Protestant polemics. Their aim was to critique a pervasive Protestant discourse on exegetical, intellectual, and religious freedom from Catholic oppression. This study is, therefore, first and foremost, a recovery of Catholic responses to their Protestant detractors, in which religious outsiders featured as rhetorical resources. What Protestants had to say about Catholicism and Catholic oppression has been carefully studied. Besides its sheer quantity, the literature on anti-Catholicism is laudably interdisciplinary, transnational, and comparative. American anti-Catholicism in particular has been well-represented by scholars, especially American efforts to forge

---

a religiously, intellectually, and politically enlightened/liberated identity against a Catholic foil.¹⁶ Catholics’ critiques of their American Protestant critics have received less attention. Some exceptional studies have captured critical Catholic and Protestant voices in dialogue¹⁷ or creative Catholic responses to Protestant criticisms.¹⁸ But Catholic voices that went beyond dispelling anti-Catholic images or defending Catholic practices to directly critiquing Protestantism in America remain understudied. This historiographical imbalance tends to obscure historical Catholic perspectives on American religious history, reduce a polemical dialogue to a Protestant monologue, and exaggerate the cogency of American anti-Catholic discourse. As one initial corrective, this paper tracks a widespread Catholic strategy deployed during the long nineteenth century—the use of radical religious outsiders to critique Protestantism in America.


¹⁸ For examples, Kathleen Sprows Cummings has shown how American Catholics in the early twentieth century used Bridget of Ireland and Elizabeth Ann Seton to counteract images of Catholics as un-American. And Thomas A. Tweed has shown how the Crypt Church at the National Shrine in Washington D.C. worked as an “architectural rejoinder” to Protestant criticisms of Marian devotion as a medieval invention. See Cummings, “American Saints: Gender and the Re-Imaging of U.S. Catholicism in the Early Twentieth Century,” Religion and American Culture 22, no. 2 (2012): 203–31 and Tweed, America’s Church: The National Shrine and Catholic Presence in the Nation’s Capital (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 123–56.
Giving voice to Catholic critiques of Protestantism in America is doubly important because of the central place of Americanization in Catholic historiography. A dominant approach has been to emphasize American Catholic assimilation. A less dominant strand of scholarship has emphasized Catholic opposition to American culture. “Unrepentant Americanist” historians continue to spar—productively in my opinion—with historians who are more invested in Catholic uniqueness. Meanwhile, accumulating transnational studies dismiss such sparring as insular, stressing instead the international sources of Catholic distinctiveness and Catholic-Protestant conflict in America. And regional studies complement transnational studies by illuminating the local sources of Catholic-Protestant cooperation and Catholic affinities with American social structures. Surfacing periodically are important studies that deconstruct narratives in which powerless American Catholics respond to “a stable culture made by others.” Such studies assert, instead, Catholicism’s massive presence in the construction and contestation of American religious, intellectual, and political culture. This study joins

the fray as a complementary contrast to more Americanist-leaning studies; it confirms that in many ways American Catholics encountered an unstable Protestant melee and a culture up for grabs. Catholics’ uses of religious outsiders to critique mainstream Protestant assumptions about American religious, intellectual, and political culture mark them as distinctive co-creators of that culture.

Americanization also frames the study of how religious outsiders, including Catholics, talked about each other. Outsider groups, scholars have often argued, maligned and distanced themselves from each other in order to prove their own Protestant-looking American-ness to mainstream Protestants. Thus, for examples, black Methodists might use Mormon polygamists as a foil for their own Victorian Protestant sensibilities; Mormons might embrace prevailing anti-Muslim sentiment to claim a “Christian genealogy”; or assimilating Catholics might attack Mormon theocracy to establish their own democratic bona fides.26 The Catholics considered in this study constitute an important counterexample with broad significance for the study of American religion as they used other outsiders to challenge and critique—rather than appeal to—the Protestant center of America.

In chapter 2, I take up the Catholic critique of a pervasive Protestant discourse on Biblical interpretation. Simply put, *sola scriptura*, to Protestants, meant freedom from Catholic oppression, both for the Bible and its readers. Catholics countered that the Bible itself, severed from the Church, became an instrument of anarchy and oppression. Of course, that had been the Catholic position for centuries; the purpose of chapter one is to show how Catholics creatively utilized religious outsiders to rearticulate and leverage their position on the problem of exegetical authority in a new American context.

They did this in two ways. First they cast various outsider movements as the inevitable fanaticism unleashed by Protestant “private interpretation” of the Bible. “Private interpretation” was the principled rejection of ecclesiastical authority over scriptural interpretation. In a spectrum of forms, from Alexander Campbell’s rejection of even creedal constraints on biblical exegesis to the more moderate mainstream Bible reading of most Americans, private interpretation was, of course, at the heart of Protestant identity. Catholics, in contrast, argued that scripture unmoored from the Church could corroborate an endless variety of fanatical projects as easily as it corroborated more mainstream Protestantisms. *Sola scriptura*, in other words, turned on its Protestant proponents, and placed them at the mercy of the Bible-quoting religious outsiders the Protestant principle produced. Catholics claimed that the resulting theological chaos turned many exhausted and disillusioned Protestants toward Deist minimalism, agnosticism, or atheism. Fanatical outsiders—religious and irreligious—thus became fresh fodder for Catholics’ re-articulation of the problem of exegetical authority in America.
Second, Catholics cast radical religious outsiders as imitators of Catholic authority attempting to compensate for Protestant deficiencies. Amidst the exegetical and theological chaos spreading among American Christianities, Protestant seekers, like Orestes Brownson, felt keenly the need for authoritative doctrine and scriptural interpretation. Brownson and thousands of others found those things in Catholic tradition and papal authority and were glad to be received into the Roman Church. Others, blinded by anti-Catholic prejudice, tried instead to recreate the Church’s authority and doctrines. Catholics argued that these outsider groups gathered perplexed Protestants, like Brownson’s brother Oran, with their pale parodies of Catholicism. Catholics used the emergence of such outsider groups among American Protestants to argue that Protestant exegetical “freedom” from Rome was really separation from the source of spiritual safety and satisfaction. Outsiders’ imitations of Catholic authority and dogma suggested that mainstream Protestantism could not meet the soul’s intrinsic needs.

In chapter 3, I recover Catholic responses to Protestant professions of intellectual liberation from Roman oppression. Protestants and Catholics, in their largely polemical histories of the Church, had long debated whether the Reformation had liberated civilization and the mind from the “dark ages” of Christendom. Radical religious outsiders in America provided unprecedented raw material for Catholic considerations of Christian history since the Reformation. This second chapter demonstrates how Catholics utilized religious outsiders in America to rearticulate and leverage their position that

27 Matthew J. Grow, “‘I Consider the Proper Authority Rests Among the Mormons’: Oran Brownson to Orestes Brownson on Oran’s Conversion to Mormonism,” Mormon Historical Studies 4 (Fall 2013): 191–8.
Protestantism had not produced a morally enlightened or intellectually superior civilization.

Catholics came at Protestant professions of intellectual liberation from two directions. First they castigated Protestant credulity, evidenced by the endless streams of Protestant converts to Mormonism, Adventism, Spiritualism, and other religious outsider movements, and the corresponding lack of Catholic converts to those same groups. Second, they noted a Protestant tendency toward incredulity, both as an inherent proclivity of liberal Protestantism, and as a reaction among rising generations against oppressive orthodox Calvinism. Catholics ultimately considered Protestant credulity and incredulity to be mutually reinforcing intellectual consequences of the Reformation—cold skepticism provoking outbursts of compensatory supernaturalism; hot superstition pushing thoughtful Protestants toward atheistic rationalism in droves.

In chapter 4, I trace Catholic commentary on the relationship between Protestantism and religious freedom in America. While Protestants considered themselves purveyors and protectors of religious freedom, Catholics used mainstream Protestant reactions to religious outsiders to argue otherwise. First, Catholics linked their own mistreatment to a long and wide historical pattern of Protestant intolerance in order to undermine the supposed singular expediency of anti-Catholicism in America. Second, Catholics argued that Protestant legal and political responses to freethinkers and Mormons displayed an incoherent and disingenuous relationship between church and state. Third, those same legal and political responses, illustrated the insufficiency of any possible Protestant model of church and state to respond to the problems posed by religious outsiders. And fourth, Protestant complicity in the emergence of religious
outsiders robbed their responses to those outsiders and their concomitant defenses of religious liberty of any moral authority.

Chapter 5 considers, first, how Catholic commentary on religious outsiders and mainstream Protestantism during America’s long nineteenth century constituted a unique chapter in a larger and longer Catholic tradition. At the same time, the conclusion also makes an explicit argument for the stasis of this Catholic commentary within the chronological confines of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The rhetorical strategies analyzed in this study underwent remarkably little structural change for a full century. This is why I’ve chosen to organize my analysis by theme according to the instigating Protestant polemics or politics, rather than by period according to a chronological scheme of historical development. The Catholic critique of Protestantism in America that utilized religious outsiders as leverage looked largely the same in 1830 and 1920. I argue that the continuity of this Catholic commentary casts the unfolding of American religious history in stark relief, and propose that, collectively, these Catholic commentators constitute a historiographical counterpart to nineteenth-century Protestant historians like Robert Baird and Philip Schaff. The conclusion also revisits the driving questions behind this study. By what strategies do religious groups respond to prejudice? What resources do they reach for as they respond to their detractors? This study ultimately reveals another domain of responsive strategies available to religious groups at the margins: the use of other marginalized religious groups to lay bare the mechanics of their own marginalization.

Chronologically, this study begins with the radical Christian groups that arose from the Second Great Awakening and with the national Protestant moral establishment
that arose as institutional establishments at the state level dissolved. It triangulates the tensions between Catholics, other outsider groups, and the Protestant moral establishment well into the twentieth century. It ends with the decreasing relevance of those tensions as the Protestant moral establishment unraveled and as many outsider groups gained greater mainstream acceptance. This period also corresponds to the rise of a robust American Catholic print culture. Reflecting, in part, the smaller Catholic population of the early American republic, American Catholic apologetics and anti-Protestant polemics largely depended on reprints of European works and an elite core of learned clergy up through the third decade of the nineteenth century. But by the 1830s, a number of durable Catholic periodicals and publishing enterprises had been established in the U.S. and a wider circle of Catholic voices were in print—a trajectory that only continued throughout the nineteenth century.

Geographically, this study is mostly limited to Catholics in America. Such Catholics drew often from European Catholic sources and a broader international Catholic-Protestant conversation, but I am focused on the particular inflections of Catholic concerns and critiques in America, where federal, and eventually state,

---


30 A history of Catholic print culture is yet to be written, as Paul S. Boyer has noted, but two issues of *U.S. Catholic Historian* are relevant here: Summer 2003 on “Catholic Publishing” and Summer 2007 on “Editors and Their Newspapers.” Paul S. Boyer, “From Tracts to Mass-Market Paperbacks: Spreading the Word via the Printed Page in America from the Early National Era to the Present,” in *Religion and the Culture of Print in Modern America*, ed. Charles L. Cohen and Paul S. Boyer (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2008), 33n1.
disestablishment led to a historically unprecedented nexus of Protestant cultural, political, and legal power constantly contested from the religious margins.³¹

Many Catholics, of course, wrangled over the proper relationship between the Church and the national culture, seeing varying degrees and contexts of compatibility between the two. In consideration of such differences in Catholic opinion on American culture, the sources for this study span the liberal-conservative spectrum. Liberal and conservative Catholics often took up different dimensions of the argument with different tones and temperaments, but both essentially agreed on what religious outsiders revealed about Protestantism in America, and its rejection of Papal authority. To highlight this point, I quote frequently and alternatingly from the Americanist-leaning Catholic World and the more conservative American Catholic Quarterly Review (both major Catholic periodicals aimed at broad Catholic and non-Catholic audiences), and the moderate-liberal Intermountain Catholic and the conservative Morning Star and Catholic Messenger (both important regional Catholic periodicals).

Appropriate to my argument, this study is focused on published materials and public debate. Though, of course, many Catholics attached different meanings to America’s religious outsiders, this study draws from a nearly bottomless pool of articles and chapters in hundreds of periodicals, pamphlets, and books that offer similar Catholic interpretations of religious outsiders as an indictment of Protestantism in America. The extent to which this particular stratum of Catholic print culture circulated and re-

circulated the arguments presented here demonstrates their spread and significance as rhetorical currency.
CHAPTER 2
PROTESTANT EXEGETICAL FREEDOM

Joseph Smith recounted the story of his prophetic calling several times before his death in 1844. An 1838 account, now canonized, is one of the most detailed. The Latter-day Saints first published it in 1842 in their Nauvoo, Illinois newspaper, *Times and Seasons*. The story begins with religious revivals in Smith’s native upstate New York in 1820. The problem framing the narrative is Protestant disunity—Presbyterians, Methodists, and Baptists all contending for converts to their particular systems: “So great were the confusion and strife among the different denominations,” Smith wrote, “that it was impossible for a person . . . to come to any certain conclusion who was right and who was wrong.” The Bible could not solve Smith’s problem because “the teachers of religion of the different sects understood the same passages of scripture so differently as to destroy all confidence in settling the question by an appeal to the Bible.” Impressed by James’s admonition to ask God for wisdom, Smith went to a grove of trees and asked God in prayer which church he should join.32 In the theophany that followed, Smith was told to join none of them.33 His prophetic calling unfolded in the years following this first vision: Smith was to restore the primitive Christian Church as God’s mouthpiece on earth. Often comparing himself to Moses, Paul, and other Biblical prophets and apostles, Smith claimed God had sent him to offer religious authority and authoritative religious truth to the Babel of Protestant sectarianism.

32 James 1:5.
Many Catholics interpreted figures like Smith and phenomena like Mormonism in two ways—both of which contested Protestant notions of their own exegetical freedom. The first was to cast such movements as the inevitable fanaticism unleashed by Protestant “private interpretation” of the Bible. Nineteenth-century American Protestants prized their freedom to interpret scripture independent of Catholic authority. But Catholics believed that once scripture was unmoored from the Church it could corroborate an endless variety of fanatical projects as easily as it corroborated more mainstream Protestantisms. They argued that by trading Catholic authority for sola scriptura, Protestants surrendered any plausible authority to police exegetical boundaries among themselves, which put them at the mercy of the Bible-quoting religious outsiders Protestantism produced. Catholics claimed that the resulting theological chaos turned many exhausted and disillusioned Protestants toward Deist minimalism, agnosticism, or atheism. Fanatical outsiders—religious and irreligious—thus became fresh fodder for Catholics’ re-articulation of the problem of interpretive authority in a new American context.

Such Catholics traced an unbroken historical trajectory from Martin Luther to America’s nineteenth-century outsiders. “The Protestant principle is proclaimed,” wrote one Catholic priest in 1844, “and lo! . . . Numberless sects and the most contradictory opinions result from private interpretation. A Luther, . . . a Socinus, . . . a Wesley, . . . a Miller, . . . a Smith” all found the varieties of religious exegesis in the same scriptures.  

Accordingly, Catholics identified new religious outsider groups with mainstream Protestantism by introducing them as products of “private interpretation.” Phrases like,

---

“this new class of Bible readers,” “this latest phase of Protestantism,” “the last form in which Protestantism shows itself to the world,” or “[this] striking example of . . . the Protestant principle of private interpretation” nearly always accompanied Catholic descriptions of Mormons, Millerites, Christian Scientists, and others. In 1843, Father Samuel Mazzuchelli’s didactic conclusion to his first-hand description of the Nauvoo Mormons was already formulaic: “Let the Protestant, seeing the sad results and excesses into which the private interpretation of the Bible leads religious people, abandon the false system of the Reformation.” An account of Ellen G. White’s activities two years later began similarly with “the following statement of the horrible excesses into which private interpretation of Scripture has led its unhappy followers, affords us another proof of the soundness of Catholic principles.” The Catholic Telegraph made the same point more colorfully after assembling a patchwork parody of Protestantism’s supposed creed from the doctrines of Quakers, Shakers, Mormons, and other outsiders. The editor declared, “like a good Protestant, I believe every other article of Faith which the fancies of men or women have devised, . . . provided always that the said men or women may assert that they have found the same in King James’ Edition of the Holy Scriptures.”

In addition, some Catholics used the rejection of particular dogmas that followed from Protestant exegeses to explain the emergence of particular religious outsiders. The well-known Catholic author Robert Hugh Benson, for example, in his widely read A

35 “Latter Day Saints,” Jesuit; or Catholic Sentinel, October 18, 1834, 331; M. A. C., “About the Utah Saints,” American Catholic Quarterly Review, July 1895, 490; Morning Star and Catholic Messenger, January 19, 1873, 2; and Bertrand L. Conway, The Question-Box Answer. Replies to Question Received on Missions to Non-Catholics (New York: Columbus Press, 1909), 209.
37 Catholic Telegraph, April 24, 1845, 127.
Book of Essays, included an essay on Christian Science—“Protestantism[’s] . . . latest development.” Benson argued that Mary Baker Eddy’s infamous denial of the reality of matter followed logically from Protestants’ rejection of the Eucharist. The Catholic “sacramental system” affirmed that fallen matter could be a divinely-enabled vessel of spirit. But once the Real Presence was denied, matter and spirit were severed and matter became an “enemy” to spirit. Outright disbelief in matter’s ontological existence was then only a few steps removed, and heresy had a gravitational pull on those untethered from the Catholic center. Despised Christian Science metaphysics, then, was a predictable theological endpoint that followed from Protestant private interpretation.39

So too did countless other American theologies and theophanies, as Catholics saw it. Together they formed a cacophony of contradictory systems—all springing from Protestant exegeses—that confounded Protestant seekers. Catholics argued that such seekers often became Deists, atheists, and agnostics—irreligious outsiders in Catholic and Protestant minds—when they reached the dead ends of Protestant theological conflicts. In Catholic historical narratives, for example, Deism emerged in the wake of the Reformation as a kind of compromise—a less divisive because more minimal theology. Bishop Bernard J. McQuaid offered a classic formulation of the argument in the North American Review, concluding that “Before Protestantism had celebrated its first centennial, a refuge in Deism as a relief from unending disputes and uncertainties seemed the only alternative.”40 Catholics argued further that Protestantism led to atheism and agnosticism because its countless contradictory interpretations of scripture destroyed

confidence in even the idea of religious truth. One exhausted Protestant, overwhelmed by competing sectarian voices, and baffled by outsider groups like the Quakers, remembered looking in vain for authoritative truth and concluding that he must “end either a believer in [Robert] Ingersoll’s views or what I had most despised in all the world—a Catholic.”

These Catholic voices described a spectrum of irreligious outsiders, from Deists to atheists, as the “natural offspring” of the chaos of conflicting theologies created by “the Protestant principle ‘read and judge for yourself.’”

When Protestants tried to “deny the paternity of their own offspring,” Catholics pushed back. Protestants famously distanced themselves from Mormonism, for example, by describing polygamy as a “relic of barbarism.” This “rhetoric of alienation,” carefully analyzed by Spencer Fluhman, identified polygamous Mormons as a throwback to African and Asiatic tribes, and therefore as both historically and culturally foreign. Mormons were, in Protestant discourse, an obstacle to national destiny in the West, analogous to primitive heathens overseas. Catholics carefully parsed this discourse. They agreed that Mormonism was a culturally alien hindrance to national destiny. But they rejected Protestants’ historical distancing of Mormonism. Polygamous Mormonism, they argued, “is not a ‘relic’ of anything in our institutions. It is a new development of private judgment in religious matters among us.”
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block to Christian civilization, but it was a stumbling block produced by modern Protestantism, not ancient barbarism.46

When mainstream Protestants accused religious outsiders of imposture, many Catholics, again, saw an attempt to distance fanaticism from mainstream Protestantism. If outsiders were knowingly deceptive, Protestant hermeneutics could bear no blame for their existence. Many Catholics countered that radical outsiders interpreted the Bible as sincerely as mainstream Protestants—even outsiders as infamous as the theocrat John Alexander Dowie, who claimed to be the third incarnation of Elijah. As the New York Freeman’s Journal put it: “If from his reading of the New Testament Dowie is convinced that he is Elijah III, whose mission is to found a new sect, why cannot he justify himself by appealing to the Protestant principle of private interpretation of the Bible?”47 Other Catholics argued that even when outsiders were intentionally deceptive, Protestant Biblicism was still the fuel for their deceptions. Thus, though Dowie, Mary Baker Eddy, and others were “evident imposters,” intentionally perverting the Bible’s meaning “at every step,” they were still also “a very striking example of that inevitable tendency . . . that characterizes the Protestant principle of private interpretation.”48 From both directions, Catholics resisted Protestant efforts to distance religious outsiders as imposters.

Ultimately, religious outsiders allowed Catholics to re-articulate the problem of authority in an American context: Liberated from Catholic oppression by locating

47 Quoted in “Dowie Down,” Catholic Northwest Progress, November 20, 1903, 4.
48 San Francisco Monitor quoted in “Non-Catholic Queries, and Answers Thereto,” Intermountain Catholic, November 28, 1903, 2.
religious authority in the Bible rather than the Pope, Protestants were at the mercy of every renegade exegete. Their freedom from Catholic authority actually tied their hands.

In August 1832, the *United States Catholic Miscellany* reprinted a letter to an Evangelical periodical from concerned Presbyterian Nathan Fellows. Fellows’s letter disparaged the “strange and delusive” doctrines of Mr. Joseph Smith Jr., the Mormon prophet. The editor of the *Catholic Miscellany* was equally dismissive of Smith, but instead of echoing Fellows’s criticisms, he mocked Fellows’s indignation: “The sleek and ghostly Presbyterian . . . declares” Mormonism “a ‘new prodigy’—because forsooth it is somewhat later than his own.” But “by what rule of Theological fencing,” the Catholic editor asked, do “these holy men put such home thrusts on the poor Mormonites . . . Have they not the same charter of Protestant principles? . . . to ‘search the Scriptures’” and interpret them “in defiance of any external authority?” He concluded that “to question [the Mormons’] right—is to condemn the principle of the Reformation.”

“By what species of logic” another Catholic asked, could Protestants “raise their voices against . . . the Millerites,” who “like the others, have claimed this right of private judgment.” This Catholic strategy pitched Mormons, Millerites and others as products of private interpretation which no Protestant, however mainstream, possessed any authority to censure. “Only the Catholic [could] speak” to such groups “with authority.”

In Catholics’ second interpretive schema, radical religious outsiders were Catholic “parod[ies]” posing as panaceas for Protestant deficiencies. Human beings had real
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spiritual needs for religious authority and authoritative religious truth. Papal authority and Catholic dogma filled those needs. But inbred anti-Catholic prejudice kept Protestants from turning to the Mother Church for nourishment. Religious outsiders consequently arose, seeking to replicate what Protestants had left behind in Rome. The frenetic growth of outsider groups amidst Protestants in America helped Catholics make their case that Protestants’ spiritual “freedom” from Rome was really separation from the source of spiritual satisfaction. Outsiders’ pale imitations of Catholic authority and dogma suggested that Protestantism could not meet the soul’s intrinsic needs.

Joseph Smith’s narrative, for example, addressed a Protestant audience; it offered a Biblical solution to what Catholics considered an exclusively Protestant problem—the ecclesiastical and theological fission fueled by private interpretation of the Bible. Catholics already had an authoritative arbiter of religious truth and they saw Smithian prophets as would-be compensators for the absence of such authority among Protestants. One of the most detailed articulations of this argument came from “the father of American Catholic Church historians,” John Gilmary Shea, in a widely read 1885 article titled “Vagaries of Protestant Religious Belief.”53 Shea published the article in the American Catholic Quarterly Review, the premier Catholic periodical in the U.S.54 “Unchecked by . . . ecclesiastical authority,” Shea began, the right of private judgment among Protestants in America had produced “the most extraordinary theories” regarding religion. To Shea, “The moment [the Church’s] teaching authority [was] denied, every

religious idea [became] subjective.” Opportunistic prophets then stepped in to fill the “aching void” left by the rejection of papal authority.\textsuperscript{55} Shea offered a historical catalogue of such prophets in America: Peter Rombert, Ann Lee, Joseph C. Dilks, Joseph Smith, Mathias, and Myra Mitta, among others. His analysis of their appeal to Americans closely echoed Smith’s language:

Prophets claiming to be recipients of special revelations from the Almighty have constantly appeared in this country, and never fail to obtain credulous followers. To the ordinary Protestant they say: You admit that the Catholic Church has fallen into error; but your ministers all disagree. There is no one to teach the people truth. Open your bibles. How did God act in such cases? Did he not raise up his prophets to announce his will to the people and lead them back to him? Even such am I.\textsuperscript{56}

Here the issue of authenticity—so crucial in Protestant discourse—once again faded into the background. “That [Smith] had some religious yearnings may be possible,” Shea mused, “and that he found in the systems around him nothing to satisfy any one, is no less probable.”\textsuperscript{57} But regardless of sincerity or imposture, Shea argued, outsider prophets existed because spiritually deprived Protestants craved their re-packaged Catholic truths and simulated quasi-Catholic authority.

Another \textit{Quarterly} article, from 1922, applied the same interpretive rubric to the metaphysical religions that flourished among late nineteenth-century American Protestants. Many marveled, the author noted, at the emergence of “such silly cults as Spiritism, Christian Science, New Thought, Theosophy, and others of their ilk. But let it be remembered that men in the pangs of hunger are not discriminating in their choice of food.” Protestants, “robbed” of religious authority and reliable dogmas, were “aimlessly groping for the food to satisfy their soul’s hunger and inborn craving” and “avidly

\textsuperscript{56} Ibid., 438.
\textsuperscript{57} Ibid.
grasping at anything that has the . . . semblance of such food.” Radical religious outsiders of the metaphysical variety were misguided attempts to satisfy starving Protestant souls with “grain[s]” of Catholic truth coated in religious “rubbish.” Their emergence illuminated the spiritual poverty of Protestantism.

But Protestants’ intrinsic spiritual cravings need not be met by radical religionists, Catholics argued. When Protestants recognized that their spiritual needs were unmet, anti-Catholic prejudice kept them from looking to Catholicism (“They will believe in Mormonism, in phrenology, in spiritual rappings, . . . in any thing sooner than in Catholicity”), but the Mother Church had nonetheless already provided for Protestants’ spiritual needs. An editorialist in the *Sacred Heart Review* wrote, “Deny men the miraculous and the supernatural, deny them the poverty-loving and wonder-working saints of God, and they will still seek clairvoyance and spiritism, Mrs. Eddy and Alexander Dowie.” Thus, clearly, “the craving for the supernatural and the invisible is inborn in man. Why not, then, be content with and thank God for the holily miraculous and supernatural as we find it in . . . the Church of God?” Moreover, if Protestants did return to the Mother Church, America’s religious outsiders would no longer have any reason for being, because no need for imitators of Catholicism would exist. Arguing that radical outsiders tried to compensate for Protestantism’s lack of saints and sacred sites, for example, one *Intermountain Catholic* editorialist wrote that “If we in America had a Lourdes grotto we should be without Christian Science temples, and if we had a blessed
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Bernadette we should be without a Mrs. Eddy and a blasphemous Dowie.” By its deficiencies then, mainstream Protestantism itself produced the radical religious outsiders that plagued it.

Portraying religious outsiders as parodies of Catholicism was particularly useful when Protestants tried to identify outsiders with Catholics. In 1844, the *Pittsburgh Catholic* recounted an episode that demonstrated the dynamics of such exchanges. The periodical had earlier tried to demonstrate that William Miller’s movement was an archetypal illustration of the problems and products of Protestant principles. The *Evangelist*, a Protestant periodical, had responded by “purporting to show a resemblance between Catholicism and Mormonism.” Instead of distancing themselves entirely from Mormons, as did most Protestants, the Catholic periodical unabashedly claimed all that was Catholic in Mormonism. And by portraying Mormonism as a Catholic parody, the periodical was able to embrace the Protestant polemic that identified Mormonism with Catholicism. Instead of debating whether Mormonism in fact looked like Catholicism, the Catholic editors granted the supposition and asked rhetorically what it proved, and then answered, “that in the wandering of errorists [sic], they have come back to some of the old paths.”

Groping in the darkness of Protestantism, Mormons had grasped a few Catholic truths and gratefully imitated and incorporated them into their own religious system. In doing so they cast no shame on the Roman Church. Rather, they once again demonstrated the deficiencies of Protestantism. Mormonism parodied Catholicism
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because Protestantism could not provide the exegetical authority and authoritative theology spiritual seekers craved.

Pitching religious outsiders as products of Protestant principles and paucities played on a cultural consensus; similar to Islam, religious outsider groups could function as a polemical fulcrum because all sides agreed on their fanatical nature. More importantly, this Catholic strategy aimed at the heart of Protestants’ conceptions of themselves as exegetically and theologically liberated. Catholics saw that liberation as a spiritual deprivation that spawned imitators of Catholic authority on one hand and deniers of any external authority—including that of mainstream Protestants—on the other. In the minds of Catholics, mainstream Protestants, as willing converts or helpless onlookers, were captive to the outsider groups they helped produce.

---

Closely linked with exegetical liberation, intellectual liberation from Catholic authority was central to American Protestant self-conceptions. A representative mid-nineteenth-century Protestant asked, “What progress did [the mind] make for the many centuries before Luther proclaimed freedom of thought and the God-given, inalienable right of private judgment?” Similar Protestant claims to intellectual liberation were ubiquitous during America’s long nineteenth century. Catholic commentary on religious outsiders in America aimed to counter such claims in two ways. First, Catholics mocked Protestant credulity. An unending stream of Protestant converts to religious outsiders groups, Catholics argued, belied the supposed enlightenment of Protestantism, and by extension, the supposedly superior morality of enlightened Protestant civilization. Protestant schools, moreover, compounded Protestants’ intellectual susceptibility to proselytizing religious radicals. And if such susceptibility was any indication, the Reformation could hardly be described—as it was by American Protestants—as the liberation of the mind from the “dark ages” of Christendom. Religious outsiders thus became a new American rhetorical fulcrum for old battles over Protestant historical narratives.

A favorite Catholic tactic was to note which European countries supplied Mormon converts. One commentator, responding to the 1883 Luther Jubilee, asserted that large percentages of “Mormon pilgrims” came “directly from northern Lutheran Europe” or “Lutheran Germany.”

“The Mormon seed finds no congenial soil in dark, benighted Italy, France, Spain or Ireland. It is only where Luther prepared his way that the Mormon evangelist finds willing ears to hear his message, willing feet to follow him to the happy Western land, where he will set them down safe from the galling restraints of Gospel morals.”

Such commentators kept careful tabs on Mormon immigrants as they arrived from Europe. The official journal of the Archdiocese of New Orleans reported in April 1869, that “one hundred and forty Swedish emigrants,” had “lately landed” and were “on their way to join the Mormons.” “As Sweden is a Protestant country, full of Bibles,” the editors remarked, “recruits for [Brigham] Young’s moral kingdom are exclusively from among people who are ‘a law unto themselves.’”

Great Britain, a historically fruitful field for Mormon missionaries, received special attention. For example, as turn-of-the-century Anglican leaders vocally worked “to prevent Mormonism further strengthening its already strong grip on the Protestant rank and file,” one Catholic paper asked “Why should the campaign of this ‘soul-destroying creed’ be so successful in nations which ought, because of their Protestantism, to be veritable holies of holies of Christianity and morality?” And conversely, “Why do not ‘the polygamous conditions prevailing in Utah,’ . . . draw thousands of converts to Mormonism from the Catholic nations of Europe?”

As in the above cases, Catholic critiques often responded to Protestant depictions of the Reformation as an intellectual liberation that produced a morally superior civilization. In 1858, the future archbishop of Baltimore Martin John Spalding published a lengthy review of two publications on social, educational, and labor conditions in England for Brownson’s Quarterly. He found the lower classes irreligious and oppressed
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and the upper classes irreligious and oppressive. “With this startling picture of English morals before our eyes,” Spalding concluded, “can we wonder that Mormonism made so many recruits to its foul ranks in England and Wales? This thoroughly reformed and enlightened country, which has for three centuries been boasting its superior civilization, and sneering at its less fortunate, because ‘priest-ridden’ neighbors, constituted a fitting theatre for the zeal of the Mormon apostles.” In wry contrast, Spalding hyperbolically continued,

To the honor of Catholic Ireland, France, Belgium, Italy, and Spain, be it said, that not one Catholic of any of these countries ever became converted to Mormonism! This striking fact is suggestive of much wholesome reflection. It presents an incontestable evidence of the superior moral tone of Catholic countries over those whose people are forever boasting their superior enlightenment, because of their having embraced the glorious Reformation. To the glory of Catholic nations be it said, that they are not yet sufficiently enlightened to turn Mormon.  

Mormonism’s successes among Protestants suggested that the Reformation had neither enlightened the mind nor civilized morality.

Nor had it improved education. As Catholics and Protestants fought over “nonsectarian” education throughout much of the nineteenth century and into the twentieth, Catholics unsurprisingly connected religious outsiders’ successes with Protestant-controlled American schools.  Why were non-Catholic Americans so susceptible to religious outsiders? Because American education eliminated “from the training of the young all religious and moral instruction beyond a Protestant smattering,” Catholics answered. A slightly more diplomatic proponent of the same argument, trying
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to “account for the following which these various cults secure,” mused, “It may be that the system of education is defective in that it supplies nothing, and leaves our people in a state of mind that they are ready to accept anything so long as it is bolstered up with some selection from . . . the Bible.”

To Catholics, whether the schools were Protestantized or, later, secularized because of Protestants, Catholicism’s exclusion from the public educational sphere left American minds unarmed against Bible-wielding religious outsider groups.

Such intellectual susceptibility ultimately gave Catholics new rhetorical ammunition against Protestant historiography. One Catholic commentator mocked Protestant histories of Christendom by noting that “multitudes” of Protestants had followed Mary Baker Eddy and John Alexander Dowie. “And yet,” he sneered, “we are told we have left the so-called dark ages.”

Another offered the same critique by noting Protestant adherents of Adventism and Spiritism: “There must be, in spite of three centuries of ‘enlightenment,’ a vast amount of gross credulity and superstition among Protestants, when they are found giving serious attention and firm belief to such shallow miracle-mongers.”

Catholics’ frustrations at being the discursive foil for Protestant rationality often surfaced in such commentary. In 1846 a typical Protestant travelogue decried a group of Mexican Catholics who allegedly, at the imposition of their clergy, believed angels had constructed their cathedral. A Catholic editor reviewing the travelogue responded with a series of exasperated rhetorical questions.

“Has [the author] led so secluded a life as not to have heard of the doings of [William] Miller and his compeers? . . . Can [the Mexican Catholics] be charged
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with the folly of watching whole nights in the agonizing expectation of the
supreme Judge? Have they ever thought of supplying themselves with ascension
robes, or of standing for hours in the attitude of pilgrims bound for heaven? . . .
Did [the author] ever see a priest who had designated a certain day for the final
judgment, and, after a first and second failure, as manifest as the noonday, still
had the assurance to show himself in public?”
The reviewer concluded that all of this was “heard of in our own country,” and advised
the Protestant author “hereafter never to discourse on the credulity of Mexicans or the
impositions of Catholic clergymen.”74 This kind of Catholic commentary asserted that
proliferating radical, prophetic, and millenarian religious outsider groups fit oddly into
American Protestant historical narratives of intellectual liberation and progress since the
Reformation.

Just as often, Catholic critiques of Protestant claims to intellectual liberation
pushed in the opposite direction. Incredulity, it seemed, was as much a product of
Protestantism as credulity. Catholics broadly considered the Reformation the “nursing-
mother of infidels,” and targeted intellectual developments in Protestant sectors of
Europe—British Deism, German Idealism, Struassian biblical criticism—as proof.75
Here, what Catholics called “rationalism,” “naturalism,” “materialism,” “atheism,” or
simply, “infidelity,” were the natural modernizing tendencies of liberal Protestant thought
unchecked by Catholic authority.76 And as the “modernist impulse” began working its
way out in American Protestantism during the final decades of the nineteenth century,
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Catholics in America increasingly offered similar explanations of diffuse disbelief closer to home.\textsuperscript{77}

Catholics were slightly more specific when they described incredulity in America as a reactionary (rather than dispositional) effect of orthodox (rather than liberal) Protestant thought. Here Catholics argued that the logic of Calvinist orthodoxy was so oppressive, and the “Puritanical training” from Calvinist divines so intransigent, that many raised under orthodoxy’s shadow recoiled from Christianity altogether.\textsuperscript{78} This Catholic narrative took orthodox Calvinism as “the complete scientific statement of Protestantism,” total depravity as the center of that statement, and the denial of human reason as its practical effect. As Catholics saw it, “this leading dogma [total depravity] of Protestantism and its influence over men’s minds, has made . . . more inveterate infidels and bitterer enemies of the Christian religion than all other heresies combined”—none more notorious than the “Great Agnostic,” Robert Ingersoll.\textsuperscript{79}

Catholic commentators were eager to capitalize on Ingersoll’s infamy by tying his irreligion to his Presbyterian roots (his father was a Presbyterian minister).\textsuperscript{80} The strategy was widespread enough that a standard Catholic narrative of Ingersoll’s life emerged—one whose historical accuracy Protestants often contested. Ingersoll was a representative “type,” Catholics asserted, “of a large class of Americans, the sons or pupils of old Calvinistic clergymen who held with John Calvin that human nature is ‘totally depraved’

\textsuperscript{78} P. J. Ryan, \textit{Some of the Causes of Modern Religious Skepticism: A Lecture} . . . (St. Louis: B. Herder, 1885), 35.
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since the fall,” and that human will was therefore nonexistent and human reason utterly corrupt. Part one of the classic Catholic take on Ingersoll’s life was that the intellectual oppressiveness of this hardline Calvinism soured Ingersoll to Christianity altogether. Calvinist divines like Ingersoll’s father were “hard, fanatical old fellows, like the early Puritans,” whose ideas about human nature, human will, and human reason, “helped make Ingersoll an infidel when he grew up.” Part two was the moral of the story: Ingersoll “might have been saved from agnosticism if he had been trained to use his intellect properly in a good Catholic college.”81 Catholics argued that their intellectual tradition wedded faith and reason in a way that saved thoughtful souls from the corrosive effects of modern skepticism. Their aim was to counter Protestant claims to intellectual liberation, and Ingersoll, as America’s most notorious irreligious outsider, gave Catholics a welcome rhetorical fulcrum for their efforts.

Beyond his personal history, Catholics argued, Ingersoll’s popularity in Protestant America pointed to a general culture of skepticism emanating from mainstream Protestantism: “It was prophesied long ago that Protestantism would end in Infidelity and Materialism. The history of our country presents a conclusive proof of this tendency. . . . The most pronounced atheists and scoffers of all revelation are as popular as any ‘preacher.’ Bob Ingersoll can ‘draw’ folly as well as Moody and Sankey.”82 Such comments seem to contradict Catholics’ constant mockery of Protestant credulity. But as Catholics saw it, Protestant skepticism and superstition went hand in hand. Catholic World editors in 1877, for example, argued that Protestantism fostered an environment of
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unbelief, but that “the human mind can no more rest without belief in the supernatural than the human body can rest upon air.” Stifling unbelief consequently produced overcompensating “superstition”—“the offspring of infidelity.” Protestantism swayed “perpetually to and fro between a cold philosophical skepticism and the wildest extravagances of fanaticism and imposture.” Shakers, Mormons, Mesmerists, Spiritualists, and various prophets and visionaries were, the editors argued, examples of such extravagances—all reactions to the cold intellectual climate of the mainstream Protestantism from whence they came.83

In 1843, the Catholic Cabinet used William Miller’s movement to make the same point: Protestantism fueled the fires of fanaticism and augured the ashes of atheism in a self-perpetuating cycle. “The confident announcement of the approaching end of the world, which forms a prominent feature of what is called ‘Millerism,’ excited no little attention during the last few months,” the editors began. “While the sober-minded part of the population—including all the Catholics—disregarded it as the result of fanaticism or imposture, it awakened very serious apprehensions in the minds even of many who cannot be considered as having adopted it; and those who have attached themselves to the new denomination, have a conviction of its truth, that has, in many instances, led to the most disastrous results.” The editors predictably saw in those results a “striking proof” of the necessity of “some certain authority to guide men in religion.” Ever since “the unhappy schism of the sixteenth century, mis-called ‘the Reformation,’” the editors continued, “zealots” and “enthusiasts” had mined mistaken theories from the pages of the Bible. “And yet,” past “mistakes and disappointments” had not “checked the growth of
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seers among” Americans because “the principle [of private interpretation] from which all these various vagaries sprung is yet maintained; and according to the different temperament of those who act on it, will never fail to lead either to incredulity of various degrees, or fanaticism of every conceivable or inconceivable description.” This propulsion of both incredulity and credulity constituted the “history of the human mind under the influence of this principle [of private interpretation] . . . since the reformation.”

As with scripture and authority, faith and reason were territory Catholics and Protestants had fought over since the Reformation. Radical religious outsiders in America revamped this historical Catholic-Protestant contest. Utilizing America’s home-grown heretics and their successes on both sides of the pond, American Catholic commentary on the Protestant mind cast credulity and incredulity as mutually reinforcing dialectical consequences of the Reformation. Catholics believed both consequences called into question Protestant claims to intellectual freedom and Protestant histories of enlightenment progress, and that both consequences were most evident in America’s restless tide of religious and irreligious outsiders.
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Like exegetical and intellectual freedom, U.S. liberalism’s particular construction of religious freedom was central to American Protestant identity. As Elizabeth Fenton has recently written, U.S. liberalism posited religious pluralism and rights of private conscience as two of its central features, and the Roman Church operated as the spectral foil against which liberalism defined those features. In anti-Catholic discourse, Fenton argues, Protestantism portrayed itself as “a system that—unlike Catholicism—[could] accommodate a plurality of beliefs, including Catholicism, because of its commitment to liberal individualism.”

But this, of course, entailed containing Catholic political power, because Americans couldn’t trust Catholics to not constrict the religious freedom of others if given the opportunity. Anti-Catholicism, then, was a justifiable intolerance necessary for the preservation of religious tolerance generally. Catholics often used religious outsiders to point out the apparent contradiction of this anti-Catholic liberalism. Noting the Protestant majority’s seemingly special proscription of Catholic political participation in New Hampshire, for example, one commentator wrote that Catholics did not “enjoy equal liberties with the Free Lover, the Spiritualist, the Mormon or the Atheist. . . . And yet Protestantism impudently asserts its spirit of toleration; and yet
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Protestantism hypocritically pretends that its very corner stone is the right of every man to judge and choose for himself in the matter of religion.”87 As Catholics saw it, the logic of Protestant liberalism in America allowed even fanatical and immoral outsiders a degree of political participation that was denied to Catholics.

But Catholics’ protests against their particular mistreatment were most often superseded by their critiques of mainstream Protestantism’s general intolerance. In the summer of 1838, the vocal freethinker Abner Kneeland spent sixty days in a Boston jail after being indicted for blasphemy. He had printed the offending statements in his freethought journal, the Boston Enquirer, in 1833 and after four trials over the course of five years his appeal to the Massachusetts Supreme Court was denied. The courts, as Roderick S. French has shown, were deeply concerned about Kneeland’s subversion of social order, but ultimately the charges centered on Kneeland’s statement of disbelief in God.88 The blasphemy conviction incensed Catholics because it belied Protestant professions of religious tolerance. Catholics vocally criticized the Kneeland conviction as a clear-cut case of Protestant bigotry.89

More importantly, rather than preserve the particularity of their own mistreatment by Protestants, Catholics connected anti-Catholic incidents, like the burning of the Charlestown Convent, to cases like Kneeland’s in order to prove a general Protestant pattern of intolerance.90 That pattern stretched from Calvin’s Geneva to Puritan New
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England to the newly disestablished Massachusetts that jailed Kneeland. And in later decades many Catholics approached Protestant responses to Mormonism in the same way: by connecting anti-Catholic incidents to anti-Mormon ones—like the widespread Protestant opposition to the seating of Senator-elect Reed Smoot. This was a significant response to the Protestant discourse analyzed by Fenton. If anti-Catholicism was part and parcel of Protestant reactions to other religious outsiders—from Quakers to freethinkers to Mormons—then it became less convincing to consider anti-Catholicism a defense of liberalism vis-à-vis Catholicism’s peculiar threat to religious freedom. Religious outsiders and the Protestant reactions they provoked thus aided Catholics in their efforts to undercut one of the central rationales behind anti-Catholicism in America.

Those Protestant reactions to religious outsiders provoked substantial Catholic commentary on the relationship between church and state. While conservative and liberal Catholics in America diverged widely on what the ideal church-state model was, many shared a conviction that the prevailing Protestant model was both incoherent and insufficient, and religious outsiders helped them make their case. Mormons, more than any other white nineteenth-century religious outsider, provoked the federal government and provided ammunition for Catholic critiques. Catholics used Mormonism to argue that Protestants couldn’t exercise legal power against religious outsiders without enshrining Christianity, Protestantism, or some form of Protestantism, as a de facto establishment. In December 1871, three months after Brigham Young was indicted for adultery on account of his plural marriages, editors of the *Morning Star and Catholic Messenger* laid out a
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common Catholic critique. They announced sardonically that “Gen. [President] Grant’s virtue boils over against the Mormons,” and that “he declares that Mormons shall not violate his ideas of decency under the cloak of religion.” The editors objected to “the assumption of power by a President to decide on the question whether a religion is genuine or a mere cloak.” “How it is possible,” the editors wrote, “for Congress itself to legislate against a polygamous religion, without recognizing Christianity as the religion of the country, we cannot see. But such a recognition would be, to a certain extent, the dreaded union of Church and State.” The editors concluded that as a Christian, Grant was “not going to tolerate people in being anything else, no matter what the Constitution may say. In the same way, he being a Methodist, those who are not Methodists may look out.”

The editors carefully clarified though, that their comments were not a defense of Mormonism; they firmly believed Mormonism ought to be constrained. Rather, the editors’ point was that Protestants were assuming a legal authority that their incoherent model of church and state steadfastly disclaimed. As Catholics saw it, Protestant reactions to Mormonism pushed the incoherence of that model into full view.

Other Catholics—conservative and liberal—emphasized the insufficiency of Protestant responses to Mormonism. Perhaps the most widely read and discussed example came from America’s “most prominent . . . Catholic intellectual”—Orestes Brownson. Brownson’s move from Boston to New York in 1855 marked a turning point in his Catholic apologetics. Combativeness gave way somewhat to a “synthetic vision” of the compatibility of Catholicism and American institutions, which he would vocalize for
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On 13 February 1856, Brownson gave a lecture on “the Church and the Republic” to a packed New York Tabernacle. He printed an expanded version of the lecture in the July issue of his *Quarterly* and two follow-up elaborations in January and April 1857. His argument was that Catholicism was not incompatible with American religious liberty as Protestants portrayed it; rather it was religious liberty’s only guarantor. The Church was “necessary as a mediating power between the individual and the state.” With divine authority, independent of individuals and the state, the Church could check the power of both—keeping individuals’ judgments from throwing society into anarchy and state decisions from descending into despotism.

Brownson used the Mormon problem to demonstrate the insufficiency of the prevailing Protestant model of church and state for such a task. “What will you do with [the Mormons]?” he asked. “Suffer them to go on and live and act according to their individual reason and conscience? But that is incompatible with the safety of the state, the peace of society, and the morals of the community. Suppress them by the strong arm of power? But who gave the state authority to decide questions of conscience?” In the disestablished United States, any ruling on the Mormon conscience usurped an authority Protestants ostensibly denied. Brownson argued that only the visible, organized, Catholic Church that claimed divine authority independent of the individual and the state could solve the Mormon problem.

---
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Or, as the *Catholic World* put it in 1872, “The sort of security Protestantism gives to religious liberty may be seen in the proceedings of the general government against the Mormons. It does not interfere with their religion: it pretends it only enforces against them the laws of the Union—laws, by the way, made expressly against them.”

Mainstream Protestants in American were analogous to Queen Elizabeth, who “held religious liberty sacred, and abhorred the very thought of persecuting Catholics. She only executed the laws against them.” The *World* had “no sympathy” for the Mormons, “but the principle on which the government proceeds against them would justify it, or any sect that could control it, in suppressing the church, and all Protestant sects even but itself.”

Like Brownson, the *World* concluded that the “only possible security for liberty is in having a divinely instituted authority that is infallible in faith and morals, competent to tell the state as well as individuals how far it may go, and where it must stop.”

While Protestants saw themselves as purveyors and preservers of religious freedom, many Catholics believed that Protestant reactions to religious outsiders proved otherwise: Protestants’ only options were to let the outsider’s private conscience defy the state or use the state to usurp authority over private conscience. By provoking federal action on the national stage, Mormons in particular provided Catholics with a case study for contending that the Roman Church, independent of individuals and the state, could protect religious freedom where Protestantism could not.

But Protestants’ federal reactions to Mormonism were not only insufficient because they lacked coherent legal authority. Catholics also argued that these reactions

---

were ineffectual because Protestants lacked the necessary moral authority, whether or not they had any legal authority. Here Catholics linked Protestantism to Mormon polygamy in ways that made Protestants complicit in the Mormon Menace, thus contesting their moral authority to combat it. Their central strategy was to triangulate Protestantism, the legal laxity and prevalent practice of divorce in America, and Mormon polygamy. Sometimes Catholics focused on linking Protestantism directly to polygamy; sometimes they emphasized Protestantism’s relationship to American divorce practices; and sometimes they explicitly traced a supposed historical progression from Protestantism, to lax divorce laws, to a weakened marriage culture and the resultant rise of Mormon polygamy in America. Cumulatively the effect was the same. In each of these rhetorical schemes, the Catholic punchline was that Protestantism could not stop Mormon polygamy; only Catholics, unwavering defenders of marriage, could respond to the problem with moral authority. Mormon polygamy was thus a new rhetorical resource for long-standing Catholic contentions about the sacramental nature of marriage and the social ills that followed from Protestant permissiveness toward divorce. But the marriage argument was inextricable from the larger argument—which Catholics rarely lost sight of—that the informal Protestant establishment was insufficient to protect religious liberty from the threat of Mormonism and Mormon polygamy.

When, on the sundry occasion of the dedication of a Luther monument in Washington DC, assembled Protestant clergymen hailed Luther as the father of their religious liberty, and declared that the “the existence of this great republic, with its freedom of religion and conscience. . . would have been impossible without the Reformation”—Catholics scoffed. As they saw it, Luther had hardly been an expositor or
proponent of religious liberty, let alone one worthy of commemoration at the nation’s capital. “But are there no teachings of Luther that might be commemorated by a statue, no parts of our soil where its erection would be appropriate?” the Quarterly Review asked. “Let Luther have his due. . . . Let his statues grace the temples, courts and dwellings of Salt Lake City, and adorn the highways of Utah, where his theories are carried out to their full extent.”

This was the direct route to linking Protestantism and polygamy, and Catholics traversed it frequently throughout the nineteenth century and well into the twentieth. In 1917, America magazine declared that “whether or not Luther rejected this doctrine in an isolate passage towards the end of his life, is of small concern. In word and practice he had defended polygamy as entirely ‘Christian,’ and lawful before God. Mormonism is nothing more than the consistent application of his words. Polygamy is inseparably connected with the name of Luther; we cannot loathe the one and extol the other.”

Such linkages of Protestantism and polygamy loomed large in Catholic critiques of Protestant responses to Mormon marriage practices. Their straightforward intent was to undermine any Protestant pretense to moral authority on the Mormon Question.

Toward the same end, Catholics also often linked Protestantism to the prevalence of divorce in America and compared polygamy favorably to Protestant divorce culture. Nowhere did they do so more frequently than during the national controversy over the seating of Mormon senator-elect Reed Smoot. As the Literary Digest noted in 1904, most of the “Roman Catholic papers [took] no part in the campaign” to block Smoot’s seating.

---
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More often than not they enjoyed “scoffing at the whole crusade.”¹⁰² But for such Catholics, it wasn’t primarily the political proceedings that lacked credibility, it was the professed Protestant intolerance of polygamy that propelled those proceedings. As a Father Cronin of the Catholic Union and Times expressed, “It would not surprise us if many of the men and women who are raising the hue and cry against Mormon Smoot, were divorced people. And we all know how Blaine’s brilliant cousin, ‘Gail Hamilton’ (Abigail Dodge) described the difference between Mormonism and divorce. ‘The one drives wives abreast,’ she said; ‘the other drives them tandem.’”¹⁰³ Throughout the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Catholics frequently made similar snide remarks about the superficial differences between polygamy and divorce—always the jab was that marrying multiple women in succession was worse than marrying multiple women simultaneously; at least Mormons supported all of their wives financially. In almost every case, Catholics deployed such remarks in response to Protestant outrage over Mormon polygamy—pinning the widespread practice of divorce on Protestants in order to present themselves as the only moral authorities on the Mormon Question.

More often than not, however, Catholics went a step further. Protestantism, they claimed, by severing marriage from the sacramental system and then relaxing legal strictures against divorce, weakened America’s marriage culture and actually contributed to the emergence of Mormon polygamy. Catholics most often made their case for Protestantism’s consequent complicity in the Mormon problem with lengthy historical arguments. At times they were capable of concise statements. For example, one article asserted that “Luther . . . justified [bigamy], and our country, Protestant in its tone,

¹⁰² Literary Digest, February 6, 1904, 182.
¹⁰³ Cronin quoted in Intermountain Catholic, January 30, 1904, 4.
legalized it by its lavishly granted divorces, so relaxing the marriage tie that Mormonism, with polygamy as a doctrine, is firmly fastened on the land.”¹⁰⁴ But such succinct summaries needed no unpacking because Catholic commentators had so often expounded the argument elsewhere.

In one of the more thorough expositions, the Quarterly Review laid out a historical narrative of the rise of divorce in Protestant America and then laid Mormon polygamy at Protestants’ feet. “All sincere Protestants . . . know and admit that the Catholic Church is not responsible for raising the sluices of divorce, but that its possibility arises from the looseness of Protestant teaching and practice. They destroyed the sanctity of marriage when they denied its sacramental character.” As proof of their assertion, the editors strung together eminent historical examples of Protestant permissiveness, starting with Cranmer’s acquiescence to Henry VIII’s divorce and Luther and Melanchton’s nod to Philip of Hesse’s bigamy. Thus “laxity of opinion and teaching on the sacredness of the marriage bond and on the question of divorce, originated among the Protestants of Continental Europe in the sixteenth century.” Such laxity was soon embodied in continental European legislation, then in the laws of New England, and from thence to the legal codes of the entire United States, in disregard of “the Roman Pontiffs” who “loom[ed] up” throughout that same history as “the champions of [marriage’s] sanctity and indissolubility.”¹⁰⁵

Consequently, contemporary Protestant America was “notorious” for “the looseness of legislation” surrounding marriage and divorce, and such “loose laws” were the “chief champions” of Mormonism. In other words, Mormon polygamy flourished in

¹⁰⁴ “The Inquisition,” American Catholic Quarterly Review, April 1876, 277.
America because Protestants had loosened the marriage culture. “On the one hand, this organized sect assails the unity and sanctity of marriage by doctrinal and practical simultaneous polygamy; on the other, the frequency and facility of divorce among the people of the United States, by establishing a system of ‘consecutive’ polygamy, sap the foundation of the whole social order” creating a climate conducive to “Mormonism itself.” Polygamous Mormon society’s similarity to Protestant divorce culture acclimated the former to American soil. “The difference is slight between a man who has ten wives at the same time, in the same place, and him who has ten in the same or in different States of the Union, all living and all divorced but one.” Ultimately, the Catholic editors argued that, as a result, “the Protestant sects are inadequate to resist [Mormonism’s] onward progress” because “the United States, where so many Protestant ‘branches’ exist, and where being in the majority they control civil legislation on the subject, are now morally degraded on account of the facility with which divorces are granted.” The editors concluded that Protestants could only “stand wringing their hands in hopeless despair.”

Whether insufficient in moral authority because of divorce, or incoherent in legal authority because of disestablishment, or intolerant in actual practice despite professions of liberalism, mainstream Protestants were, in Catholic eyes, unable to muster a compelling response to America’s most menacing religious outsiders. Catholics argued that this failure mattered because both the menacing religious outsiders and mainstream Protestantism’s responses to them posed significant threats to sustainable religious freedom in America. Catholics had long clashed with Protestants over the proper ordering of church, state, society, and morality, but America’s nineteenth and early twentieth-
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century religious outsiders and Protestants’ tortured attempts to tame them gave Catholics rich new rhetorical resources in the ongoing debates.
The Catholic critique of Protestantism in American analyzed in this study was not without precedents. Among the early republic’s most prominent and published Catholics was the Irish-born apologist Mathew Carey. Beginning in the 1790s, Carey publicly, concertedly countered Protestant contentions that Catholicism was illiberal and intolerant of religious pluralism. One of his most salient strategies presaged the anti-Protestant polemics presented in chapter three. Nicholas Pellegrino has argued that Carey’s primary tactic was to turn a deaf ear to the papacy’s actual pronouncements and to turn the history of colonial Protestant establishments and contemporary state establishments against his accusers. Congregational establishments in New England, Carey argued, had long persecuted Quakers, Baptists, and Anglicans. Colonial Anglican establishment in the South had returned the favor by marginalizing Puritans and Presbyterians, among others. In Carey’s day, despite disestablishment at the federal level, state establishments persisted, as did the persecutory tendencies of their Protestant proponents. With what warrant, then, could Protestants call Catholics illiberal, Carey often asked.107 His critique of the formal Protestant establishments was an important predecessor to widespread Catholic deconstructions of the informal Protestant moral establishment that would rise, phoenix-like, from their ashes.

While Carey and some of his comrades preceded the nineteenth and early twentieth-century Catholic critique of Protestantism in America, other American Catholics have followed in its footsteps. Readers of Brad Gregory’s *Unintended Reformation*, for example, will recognize that many elements in his monumental analysis of the long-term consequences of sixteenth-century theological conflict have an American history, which this study has tried to recover in part. For examples, Gregory sees longitudinal links from the current hostility of science toward religion, the explanatory power of atheism, the exclusion of absolute truth claims from the domains of meaning and morality, religious hyper-pluralism, the subordination of religion to state regimes, and contemporary American culture wars, among other post-modern ills of our secularized society; to the *sola scriptura* at the center of Luther’s revolution. As a leading scholar in his field, Gregory writes in a professional rather than a polemical key, but his conclusions are, nonetheless, in the tradition of the Catholic commentary considered in this study.

In other words, from Mathew Carey to Orestes Brownson to Brad Gregory, American Catholic thinkers have unsurprisingly perceived devastating reverberations of the Reformation all around them. And publications tracing the fault-lines of fractured ages back to the religious revolution of the sixteenth century have marked American Catholic discourse for centuries. Catholic views on scripture and authority (chapter 2), faith and reason (chapter 3), and church and state (chapter 4), did not suddenly develop in the nineteenth century; but disestablishment, denominationalism, and their discontents did. During America’s long nineteenth century, Catholics encountered a historically

unprecedented matrix of disestablished denominationalism, evangelical revivalism, prophetic excess, millenarian zeal, modern skepticism, Mormon polygamy, Protestant power, and anti-Catholic prejudice. Their use of religious outsiders to critique mainstream Protestantism tailored a traditional Catholic strategy to that historically-singular matrix of religious and political conditions. The dissolution of state establishments made the persistence of Protestant political and legal power more jarring than ever; the proliferation of radical (ir)religionists amidst a Protestant population gave Catholic predictions about the Reformation’s inevitable consequences an unparalleled sense of immediacy; and an increasingly shrill and ubiquitous Protestant discourse denigrating the Roman threat to Americans’ exegetical, intellectual, and religious freedom demanded a Catholic response. That response was embedded in a long tradition of Catholic commentary, but the nineteenth century nonetheless provided unprecedented provocation and unprecedented rhetorical resources for Catholic critiques of mainstream Protestantism in America.

Once it had emerged in the 1830s, however, this Catholic commentary on the proliferation of sectarians, seers, and skeptics in American religious history maintained a remarkable stability within the chronological confines of the succeeding century. When Orestes Brownson took on Transcendentalism in 1848, his attempt to turn its tenets back against mainstream Protestantism was standard Catholic procedure. He titled his essay, “Protestantism Ends in Transcendentalism.” His argument was that, notwithstanding the protestations of Transcendentalists and mainstream Protestants alike, the former was no fringe group, no radical departure from fundamental Protestant principles, but the inescapable logical terminus of the Reformation project, the fulfillment of
Protestantism’s purpose, the soul and center of Protestantism at its purest. The particulars of Brownson’s argument circled around the principle of private interpretation, but his meta-argument was about the mainstream and the margins. Brownson would not allow Transcendentalists or their opponents to define Transcendentalism as Other. He resisted the mutually-constructive attempts of both insiders and outsiders to distance themselves from each other. Normative Protestantism, Brownson insisted, had to bear the shame of its progeny.109

Brownson’s essay on Transcendentalism is a signpost—a salient indicator of the continuity of Catholic commentary on American religion during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Throughout that period, Catholics tried to prove, like Brownson, that the margins were the mainstream and vice versa. Once in place, their rhetorical strategies for doing so remained set, even as the cast of characters on the American religious scene changed over time. Catholics talked about antebellum Millerites and turn-of-the-century Spiritualists—in the same terms—as products of private interpretation and Protestant education; Joseph Smith in 1830 and John Alexander Dowie in 1905 as Catholic parodies compensating for Protestant deficiencies; and Abner Kneeland’s blasphemy and Reed Smoot’s election to the U.S. Senate seventy years later as stumbling blocks to the indefensible informal Protestant establishment. Even into the 1920s and 1930s, Catholics were painting Protestant divorce culture with the brush of Mormon polygamy, portraying metaphysical religions as crass Catholic imitations, and decrying the rise of freethought as a reaction to Calvinist orthodoxy—all rhetorical strategies that had continued in essentially the same form since their first deployments during the previous century. For a

hundred years, Catholics persistently applied the same interpretive rubrics to religious and irreligious outsiders, ultimately attributing aberrations of every stripe to mainstream Protestantism. Despite the dizzying instability and historical development of American religion, Catholics approached emergent (ir)religious outsiders with a set of relatively stable rhetorical strategies that did not change or develop significantly for an entire century. Regarding the study of American religious history, David Holland has noted that “a discipline preoccupied with change over time tends not to be drawn to constants.”

One of those constants, I contend, was the widespread American Catholic critique of Protestantism considered in this study.

I noted in the introduction that the discipline’s neglect of that Catholic critique has helped obscure historical Catholic perspectives on the discipline’s object of study: American religious history. This point bears some elaboration here. When (post-Sydney Ahlstrom) senior scholars in American religion narrate the history of their field, they almost invariably begin with major nineteenth-century Protestant surveyors—Robert Baird, Philip Schaff, Daniel Dorchester, and Leonard Woolsey Bacon—who envisioned some unifying (providential) principle—i.e. evangelicalism—propelling Protestant progress throughout American religious history. In doing so, these senior scholars assert that the field was dominated in its nascence by consensus models of American religious history.

---


Protestant church history, before widening, Whig-like, into the history of American religions in the 1960s and 1970s. Rare exceptions, like Jon Butler and Philip Goff, have contested that presupposition. They argue that instead of viewing the beginnings of the field as a narrow stream (Protestant church history) that widened into an inclusive river (American religious history), we ought to view the field’s genesis itself as plural: multiple insular streams (Protestant historiography, Catholic historiography, Jewish historiography)—all looking inward at their respective traditions—that eventually converged into the participatory and pluralistic foci of American religious history.\(^ {112} \)

Butler and Goff are right to revise the presupposition: the convergence of long-standing traditional historiographies—not merely the voluntary broadening of Protestant historiography—produced the contemporary field of American religious history. But the initial assertion needs revising too. Nineteenth-century surveys of American religion were not the exclusive purview of Protestant historians and their consensus models. Further, contra Goff, nineteenth-century Catholic historiography was not merely an inward-looking stream that would eventually flow into the modern field. Nineteenth-century Catholics surveyed American religious history as truly (and problematically) as did their oft-noted Protestant counterparts, with equally intense interest in a unifying (albeit not providential) principle behind it all. The commentators considered in this study could be seen as constituting, collectively, a historian of American religion on par with Baird or Bacon. What this collective Catholic surveyor of American religious history offered was a counterpart to the consensus models of Protestant historians—the

consensus model turned *inside-out*, as it were, in which the unifying principle propelling American religious history was, ironically, Protestant fission.

Ultimately, for religious studies scholars, historical Catholic commentary on such Protestant fission is significant because it reveals a domain of responsive strategies relative to religious prejudice. What resources do religious Others reach for as they respond to their detractors? For nineteenth and early twentieth-century Catholics marginalized by mainstream American Protestantism, one such resource was other religious Others. These groups—marginalized as they were by the same Protestant mainstream—allowed Catholics to lay bare the mechanics of their own marginalization as they countered Protestant characterizations of Catholic oppression. This study thus illuminates a rare instance in which one marginalized religious group used other marginalized religious groups to interrogate and critique, rather than appeal to and deflect criticism from, a religious mainstream.
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